signifying in Black music allows space for queerness through ambivalence, polysemy and metaphor. Thus, Frank Ocean's "Thinkin Bout You" begins with the weather-based signifyin' that permeates the history of blues music: he sings, "A tornado flew around my room / before you came / excuse the mess it made / it usually doesn't rain in / Southern California…" and while metaphor exists in much of music, Ocean hails a specific blues history that uses the weather and everyday life to point to, without explicitly articulating, romantic and social upheaval. What this metaphorical signifyin' allows Ocean to do is speak to homosexuality through colloquialisms: "It usually doesn't rain in / Southern California / much like Arizona / my eyes don't shed tears, but, boy, they bawl when I'm thinkin' 'bout you". This "boy" gets read varyingly, in light of Ocean's July 2012 announcement of having fallen in love with a man. "Boy" is both a direct object (boy, I am thinking about you) and also an interjection (boy, have I been thinking about the you that is addressed in this song). As such, for folks who are listening for it, Ocean is queer; for folks who aren't listening against the grain, boy, Frank Ocean is sad.
Fetishization, Haunting, Afterness
However, I argue that hip hop presents queer possibilities beyond same sex relationships in the production of hip hop, for all that those are worth noting. Certainly, to queer noise and hip hop would necessarily point to the political uses to which 'noise' has been put in a history of popular musical production. Even Attali, who sets out to investigate noise, must first argue for the primacy of music, or noise that is given coded meaning, in cultural investigation. It is with this explicitly in mind that Corbett argues for noise as already marked as a lack, a lack which provides evidence for the fidelity of a particular recording technique. Corbett describes a "cultivation of lack itself; loving the gap; noise reduction; and consequently, fetishization of the technology that produces the lack" (89). In this small way, noise also points to its absence, to the technological ability to eradicate it but also to the power of the lack. Despite this fetishization of 'clean' sound, and also enabled by it, some records utilize the phonographic technique by which post-production introduces vinyl static back into the sound, using the lack of 'natural' static as an absent space into which to insert the familiar, and presumed more authentic, crackle of a record player.
The lack, the nostalgic absence, and afterness are crucial themes in hop hop. From Biggie's "Life After Death" to Tupac Shakur, for whom two thirds of his albums were released after his murder, the topics of living after poverty, death, and the afterlife, have been instrumental to defining hip hop from the early 90s onward. It is worth noting that hip hop's much celebrated first song, "Rapper's Delight," [1] [2] [3] 00:00 … 00:00 … is party rap, intended to make people dance, but still includes reference both to having made it ("You see, I got more clothes than Muhammed Ali and I dress so viciously… I got a color TV, so I can see / the Knicks play basketball...) and also to mortality ("there's a time to laugh, a time to cry, a time to live, and a time to die…"). Hip hop's emphasis on after-death as well as on after-success -having made it, in the past tense -queers temporality, forcing sound scholars to consider questions of afterness.
In his examination of eulogies of Tupac and Biggie, Barrett opens by saying "The dead body is one thing; the dead black body another" (306). It is not merely that the deaths of Tupac and Biggie, in September 1996 and March 1997 respectively, allow for a kind of eulogizing that "ascribes to young black men a seemingly inherent relation to violence" even while mourning that positionality (Barrett 306). It is also that what hip hop also does is emphasize the after-death, from Tupac and Biggie, as well as emphasizing after-success (having made it, in the past tense). To focus so explicitly on afterness provokes questions of mourning, much like Derrida's hauntology, in a way that both takes up and also mirrors the temporalities of Christian theology. Hauntology, for Derrida, is an ontology of haunting, the work of mourning that traces the being of an absence, but the mark of that absent being, the specter (63). I offer that this relationship to temporality -to afterness, which is also a rejection of the present -is part what allows hip hop to seem to offer rebellion and change, even while hip hop is decried for being unprogressive.
For Derrida, mourning is both necessity and result of the hauntology of our present.
Derrida's articulation of the revenant as something that "[o]ne does not know if it is living or if it is dead," although in true Derridean fashion, it appears to be both (5). The specter explicitly states he will not undertake "a detailed analysis of the innovative politics of black noise and militarized stance of Public Enemy and the martial arts mythologies of the Wu Tang Clan," which indicates precisely that such a consideration "could fit snugly" into an analysis of the militarization of sound and noise, that such an analysis is necessary. This short annotated playlist argues that the queerness of hip hop's position has to do with its simultaneous place as the revolutionary or radical future of music and its apotheosis (as noise), as savior and disgrace. Hip hop forces us to consider a queering of temporality that takes up a history of Black music in America, 'signifiyin' outside normative race relations, normative sexuality, and normative temporality.
Notes

